
Reading Beyond 
 For children in grades 4-5 reading at a 7th grade level 

 
 
Bolden, Tonya. Pathfinders: the journeys of 16 extraordinary black souls.  
 (Juvenile Nonfiction 920 B637p) 
 Profiles sixteen high-achieving African Americans, including magician Richard Potter, concert singer 
 Sissieretta Jones, and architect Paul R. Williams. 
 

Eagar, Lindsay. Hour of the Bees. (Young Adult Fiction Eagar) 

 At first, twelve-year-old Carol is not happy to be spending the summer helping her parents move her 
 grandfather to an assisted living home, but as the summer wears on, she finds herself drawn to him, 
 fascinated by his amazing stories. 

 
Flanagan, John. The Ruins of Gorlan. (Young Adult Fiction Flanagan) 

 When fifteen-year-old Will is rejected by battleschool, he becomes the reluctant apprentice to the 
 mysterious Ranger Halt, and winds up protecting the kingdom from danger. 

 
Freedman, Russell. We will not be silent : the White Rose student resistance movement 
that defied Adolf Hitler. (Juvenile Nonfiction 943.086 F875w) 

 Austrian-born Hans Scholl and his sister Sophie belonged to Hitler Youth as young children, but began to 
 doubt the Nazi regime. As older students, the Scholls and a few friends formed the White Rose, a  
 campaign of active resistance to Hitler and the Nazis risking imprisonment or even execution. 

 
Gidwitz, Adam. The Inquisitor’s Tale, or, the Three magical Children and Their Holy Dog. 
 (Juvenile Fiction Gidwitz) 
 Crossing paths at an inn, thirteenth-century travelers impart the tales of a monastery oblate, a Jewish 
 refugee, and a psychic peasant girl with a loyal greyhound, the three of whom join forces on a chase 
 through France to escape persecution. 

 
Grimes, Nikki. One Last Word: wisdom from the Harlem Renaissance. 
 (Juvenile Nonfiction 811.54 G882o) 
 This collection of poetry looks afresh at the poets of the Harlem Renaissance -- including  voices like 
 Langston Hughes, Georgia Douglas Johnson, and many more writers of importance and  resonance from 
 this era -- by combining their work with her own original poetry.  

 
Hoose, Phillip. Moonbird: a year on the wind with the great survivor B95. 
  (Juvenile Nonfiction 598 H769m) 
 Documents the survival tale of an intrepid shorebird who has endured annual migrations between 
 Argentina and the Canadian Arctic throughout the course of a long lifetime while his species continues to 
 decline. 

  
Jung, Mike. Unidentified Suburban Object. (Juvenile Fiction Jung) 

 Chloe Cho is a Korean American seventh-grader who would like to get in touch with many of the aspects 
 of her heritage, but her parents are unwilling to talk about it--then when a class assignment forces Chloe 
 to confront them directly, they finally tell her the truth about her family, which may just be too much for 
 one girl to handle. 

 
Kamkwamba, William and Bryan Mealer. The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind.  
 (Juvenile Nonfiction 621.453 K128b) 
 When 14-year-old William Kamkwamba's Malawi village was hit by a drought in 2001, everyone's crops 
 began to fail. His family didn't have enough money for food, let alone school, so William spent his days in 
 the library. He came across a book on windmills and figured out how to build a windmill that could bring 
 electricity to his village.  
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Mitchell, Edgar and Ellen Mahoney. Earthrise: my adventures as an Apollo 14 astronaut. 
 (Young Adult Nonfiction 921 M692e) 
 Of the nearly seven billion people who live on Earth, only 12 have walked on the Moon and Dr. Edgar 

Mitchell was one of them. Earthrise is a vibrant memoir for young adults featuring the life story of this 
internationally known Apollo 14 astronaut. The book focuses on Edgar's amazing journey to the Moon in 
1971 and highlights the many steps he took to get there. 

 
Resau, Laura. The Lightning Queen. (Juvenile Fiction Resau) 

 On the Hill of Dust, in the remote mountains of Mexico, an eleven-year-old Mixtec boy called Teo lives 
with his family and the animals that he has healed, but one day a Romany caravan rolls into town with a 
young girl who calls herself Esma, the Gypsy Queen of Lightning--it is the beginning of a life-long 
friendship that will change both their lives. 

 
Robertson, Robbie. Legends, Icons & Rebels: music that changed the world.  
 (Juvenile Nonfiction 782.42 R548L) 
 A tribute to more than two dozen legendary music artists who significantly influenced the landscape of 

music for generations to come, from Ray Charles and Bob Dylan to Chuck Berry and Johnny Cash. 

 
Sheinkin, Steve. Lincoln’s Grave Robbers. (Juvenile Nonfiction 973.07 Sg42L) 

 Describes how a counterfeiting ring plotted to ransom Lincoln's body to secure the release of their 
imprisoned ringleader, and how a fledging Secret Service and an undercover agent conducted a daring 
election-night sting operation. 

 

Stelson, Caren. Sachiko: a Nagasaki bomb survivor’s story. (Young Adult Nonfiction 921 Y26s) 

 The true story of six-year-old Sachiko Yasui’s survival of the Nagasaki atomic bomb on August 9, 1945, 
and the heartbreaking and lifelong aftermath. It chronicles Sachiko’s trauma and loss as well as her long 
journey to find peace and offers readers a remarkable new perspective on the final moments of World 
War II and their aftermath. 

 
Stone, Tanya Lee. Girl Rising: changing the world one girl at a time.  
 (Young Adult Nonfiction 371.822 St724g) 
 Girl Rising, a global campaign for girls' education, created a film that followed nine girls in the developing 

world to show how education can break the cycle of poverty. Now, award-winning author Tanya Lee 
Stone uses new research to illuminate the dramatic facts behind the film. 

 
Tunnell, Michael. Candy Bomber: the story of the Berlin Airlift’s “Chocolate Pilot”. 
 (Juvenile Nonfiction 943.155 T835c) 
 World War II was over and Berlin was in ruins. US Air Force Lieutenant Gail Halvorsen knew the children 

of the city were suffering - hungry and afraid. The young pilot wanted to help, but what could one man in 
one plane do? 

 

Turner, Pamela. Samurai Rising: the epic life of Minamoto Yoshitsune. 
 (Young Adult Nonfiction 921 M66t) 
 When Yoshitsune was just a baby, his father went to war with a rival samurai family --- and lost. His father 

was killed, his mother captured and his surviving half-brother banished. Skinny, small and unskilled in the 
warrior arts, he nevertheless escaped and learned the ways of the samurai.  

  

Wolf, Allan. The Watch That Ends the Night: voices from the Titanic. 
 (Young Adult Fiction Wolf) 

 Recreates the 1912 sinking of the Titanic as observed by millionaire John Jacob Astor, a beautiful young 
Lebanese refugee finding first love, "Unsinkable" Molly Brown, Captain Smith, and others including the 
iceberg itself. 
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